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LOGLINE
Winnie Madikizela Mandela is one of the most misunderstood and intriguingly powerful contemporary female political figures. Her rise and seeming fall from
grace, bear the hallmarks of epic tragedy.
For the first time, this film pieces together and properly considers her life and contribution to the struggle to bring down Apartheid from the inside, with
intimate insight from those who were closest to her and with testimony from the enemies who sought to extinguish her radical capacity to shake up the order
of things.

SYNOPSIS
While her husband was kept, paradoxically, both safe and morally uncontaminated, in jail for 27 long years, Winnie rode the tumultuous violence of a life of
struggle far from the safety of exile abroad, eyeball-to-eyeball with a seemingly immutable and vicious apartheid enemy controlling the country.
She came to symbolize the oppression of her people while her unwillingness to lie down and take it, during the long years in which the ANC languished in exile
and incarceration, incited them to get organized. She was the barometer for the political temperature in the country and brushed patriarchal and conservative
conventions aside, within her own culture, by keeping a finger on the pulse of the youth and by leading from the front.
She remained her husband’s eyes in the wilderness, his closest advisor. And she, it was, who kept the Mandela name alive and ensured it would become
synonymous with Freedom the world over. But she increasingly chafed against the proxy role of mouthpiece for her husband, to forge her own way, her own
ideas, her own definition of freedom.
Supremely controversial, Winnie is routinely represented as victim turned perpetrator. Her repeated demonization in the media has been amplified abroad to
such a degree that the passionate respect she elicits among those who still struggle in South Africa, seems a paradox. And that’s what intrigues us. How did
this occur and more importantly, to what ends?

DIRECTOR'S NOTE

I made three films in South Africa and interviewed Nelson Mandela for two of them, but I was always intrigued by Winnie, and felt a little unsettled by the
adulation that was poured on her husband, while she was cast as the fallen woman. Charlie Mingus’s 1963 masterpiece, ‘The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady’
seemed to capture the essence of their legacy, in the album title. Her reputation amongst people I encountered in Europe and the States was unshakably
negative. And yet in South Africa, and not only in the townships, Winnie was loved and respected and she continued to live among her people in Soweto.
As I tried to square that love on the ground with the portraits I found, in journalistic biographies and BBC investigative documentaries, which so overdetermined a Western view of her, I became more and more fascinated by the wide chasm between the two. Something was amiss. A story needed telling.
And I’d go into the dark side of the Mandela story to find it.
The timing for an approach to Winnie had to be right. My Sowetan partner, Peter Makurube, counseled that we wait until she completed her mourning, a
year after Nelson Mandela was buried.
It was clear that I was not making a puff-piece and needed to get close enough to Winnie, to peel away the layers of story-ing that inevitably accompany a
long and dramatic life. Her daughter Zindzi was our first port of call and as she gained confidence, trust was established. I interviewed Winnie four times
over a period of two years and was able to peel away the layers, to get closer and closer to the truth of her experience, her emotions and her politics.
At the same time, I interviewed a whole host of her friends and collaborators, but also tracked down her enemies and began unraveling a story involving
psychological warfare and other dirty-tricks campaigns. I came to the conclusion that she and Nelson Mandela were two sides of the same powerful coin and
something terrible had been done to them.

DIRECTOR'S BIO-FILMOGRAPHY
PASCALE LAMCHE is an award winning filmmaker who has made feature documentaries and series both as a writer/producer, and writer/director for key
broadcasters internationally, and whose films have been premiered at many international film festivals including Edinburgh International Film Festival, Locarno
International Film Festival, Dublin International Film Festival, Toronto Documentary Festival, FIPA Documentary Film Festival and travelled the world.

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY
STALINGRAD 3 x 50’ (2014) (France 2)
BLACK DIAMOND 110’ (2010) France 2 Cinema, Canal +, Orange Cinema Series, 35mm theatrical
release. Winner: Best Documentary Trophée des Arts Afro-Caribéens.
PAKISTAN-ZINDABAD 2 X 52’ (2007)– (ARTE, The Documentary Channel, SBS, SVT, NMO, DR2, KBS,
TSR, Media+, PBHM.) Award winner Etoile de la Scam.
FRENCH BEAUTY -70’ (2005)– BBC Storyville, ARTE, BR, ORF, YLE, AVRO, SBS, SVT. Award Winner
Polish Film Festival: 2007.
ACCUSED No1: NELSON MANDELA – 52’ – (2004) BBC Storyville, ZDF/Arte, TV2, YLE, RTE, IDC, Media
Programme
SOPHIATOWN – 90’. (2003) Award: Best Documentary: Sithengi World Cinema Festival. 90’ BBC
Storyville, France 2, TV2, YLE, RTE, IDC, Media. Premiered at Locarno, Edinburgh and Dublin
International Film festivals. “Best Documentary’ Award Winner. 35mm theatrical release 2005.
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PRODUCER

CHRISTOPH JÖRG has been producing and commissioning documentaries for over twenty years. From 1994 to 2008, he was Senior Commissioning Editor at
ARTE FRANCE in Paris. He was overseeing the output of a huge range of programs from international series like “Why democracy?” and “Steps to the Future”
to documentary strands like THEMA, and commissioned more than 350 feature documentaries which won numerous international awards and have been
shown in festivals all over the world.
Christoph Jörg founded PUMPERNICKEL FILMS in 2009 in Paris. Since then, he has produced or coproduced a wide range of award winning documentaries,
working with a line-up of talented and acclaimed filmmakers, including the following feature length films for movie theaters and television broadcast:
THE END OF EDEN (2016) by Angus MacQueen
THE LOVERS AND THE DESPOT (2015) by Robert Cannan and Ross (premiere in Sundance 2016 in World Documentary Section and at the Panorama/Berlinale 2016)
BATTLE FOR RIO (2014) by Gonzalo Arijon
DREAMS ARE COLDER THAN DEATH (2013) by Arthur Jafa
LOVE CRIMES OF KABUL (2012) by Tanaz Eshaghian
THE GUANTANAMO TRAP (2011) by Thomas Wallner
BE LIKE OTHERS (2010) by Tanaz Eshaghian
INGRID BETANCOURT: SIX YEARS IN THE JUNGLE (2010) by Angus Macqueen
BOBBY FISCHER AGAINST THE WORLD (2009) by Liz Garbus
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